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Introduction
Tresmore takes the lead in advancing towards the 4th Industrial Revolution, a digital revolution characterized by a
fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres, with the best
and most advance products and services. Our use of big data is to extract and analyze useful and valuable
information to establish our own big data driven business.
We collect and analyze big data contributed by members. Members are rewarded for their participation in our data
collection process. Also, Tresmore provides a convenient cloud-based system for easy management of personal
information and data. Our products provide comprehensive services that combine reward programs and ecommerce transactions, creating a one-stop solution.

Platform Service
1) Premium CRM / PIMS Features: Tresmore CRM (Customer Relationship Management)/PIMS (Personal
Information Management) provides a customer management and business operation platform that is both
flexible and easy to use, and gives users referral rewards with sharing and usage.
2) E-Commerce Market Place & Payment System: TresMall and TresWallet are new developments created to
facilitate enhanced e-commerce transactions for Tresmore users. TresMall is a virtual shopping platform,
providing rebates with purchases, and TresWallet is a consolidated and hassle-free payment method that enables
transaction monitoring management.
3) Big Data Analysis & Reward Program: Tresmore utilizes information gathered from users for analysis to create
chains and franchise opportunities. Donor of information are rewarded for the quality and quantity of
information they provide.

Tresmore and Big Data Analytics
Tresmore provides its members with a generous cash back program and also focuses on big data collection and
analytics. “Big data analytics” includes not only large data collection, but it becomes useful only when meaningful
information are properly extracted from which accurate conclusions can be obtained. Initially various technologies
focused on the speed and scale of data collection, but now the focus has shifted to big data analysis and methods to
transform information into marketable business tools. Big data analytics enables configuration of patterns of
consumer spending habit, correlation between disease and genetic make-ups, and price relationship among different
stocks. Such patterns found in big data analysis carry strong statistical significance with strong predictive capabilities,
powerful in driving profit for many industries.
Tresmore finds accurate patterns within consumer spending habits by analyzing member-contributed purchase
information, and supports business owners to grow their profits and consumer base with data analytics. We are
excited to play a major role in the beginning of big data revolution, and we will continue to prioritize consumer’s
satisfaction.

Provide insight about consumer behavior

Tresmore Products & Services
With a monthly subscription, you will receive a variety of competitive products and services.
1) CRM / PIMS Solution: Provides cloud-based personal information and customer management system that allows
for easy and efficient business and project management including personal schedule, marketing tools, contact
management, employee management, printing and publishing, purchase orders, payroll, POS tools, workgroup
tools, and financial management tools.

2) Tresmall: We offer discounted e-commerce shopping platform, discounts, and a 20 percent instant reward on
purchases through TresMall, and an e-commerce platform for users to publish and sell products and services.

3) Tresmore Benefits with Treswallet
Tresmore members and merchants receive additional benefits through referral and usage.

4) Tresmore Compensation for affiliate activities
Café Thanks, TM Wellbeing marketing, and more to come!

5) Rewards according to spot service / promotion
More rewards for participating in questionnaires for Tresmore members.
Non-periodic event-based direct referral benefits: offering rewards for direct referrals.

6) Offering rewards for providing information
The reward is given to people who provides their monthly purchases information for Tresmore’s data analysis.

7) TresAuction
TresAuction is a user friendly online penny auction platform. Tresmore members will have the additional
advantage of using TresWallet payment to make bids and purchase merchandise.

8) TresAD
TresAD will allow Tresmore members to create and publish online advertisements for their business.

Compensation Plan

1) Team Bonus
Once you have referred 3 active Tresmore users, you begin your path to income and will begin receiving $5 per
day (Silver Level). From there, you can build two team legs and income as follows:








Each team leg with 6 active Tresmore users : $20 per day (Gold Level)
Each team leg with 18 active Tresmore users : $30 per day (Platinum Level)
Each team leg with 40 active Tresmore users : $50 per day (Diamond Level)
Each team leg with 75 active Tresmore users : $100 per day (Double Diamond Level)
Each team leg with 150 active Tresmore users : $150 per day (Triple Diamond Level)
Each team leg with 250 active Tresmore users : $200 per day (Crown Level)
Each team leg with 375 active Tresmore users : $300 per day (Royal Crown Level)

Once you reach Royal Crown level, you will have the ability to create a third team leg and further increase your
earnings. When each of your three team legs reaches the following numbers, you earn income as follows:






Two team legs with 350 active Tresmore users and a third team leg with at least 300 active
Tresmore users : $500 per day (Premier Level)
Two team legs with 700 active Tresmore users and a third team leg with at least 600 active
Tresmore users : $750 per day (Star Premier Level)
Two team legs with 1400 active Tresmore users and a third team leg with at least 1200 active
Tresmore users : $1,000 per day (Gold Premier Level)
Two team legs with 2100 active Tresmore users and a third team leg with at least 1800 active
Tresmore users : $1,500 per day (Diamond Premier Level)
Two team legs with 2800 active Tresmore users and a third team leg with at least 2400 active
Tresmore users : $2,000 per day (Crown Premier Level)

Daily rewards are structured as following:
 Silver - Crown: 90% Cash rewards and 10% T-Credit
 Royal Crown and beyond: 50% Cash rewards, 30% T-Credit, 10% S-Credit, and 10% C-Credit
Various Credits can be used as following:
 T-Credit can be used at Tresmall, TresAuction, and TresAd to buy products and services
 S-Credit can be used to purchase listed/unlisted shares of the company
 C-Credit can be used to purchase cryptocurrencies



Cash withdrawal can be done through Global Wallet. Once you eWallet account is set up, cash can be
withdrawal through direct deposit or prepaid cards.

2) Leadership Bonus
For each Tresmore affiliate that you sponsor, you receive 5% of each monthly payment made to Tresmore by that
direct referral. This 5% payout applies to your referrals over three generations. For example, Jane may refer
John to Tresmore. Jane then receives 5% of each monthly payment made by John (Jane’s first generation.) John
then refers Lisa to Tresmore. Jane then receives 5% of each monthly payment made by Lisa (Jane’s second
generation.) Lisa then refers Amy to Tresmore. Jane then receives 5% of each monthly payment made by Amy
(Jane’s third generation.)
To earn Leadership Bonuses, you must be at Gold Level or higher. Leadership Bonuses may be earned up to a
cap each month depending upon your current level:
 Gold : $600/month
 Platinum : $900/month
 Diamond : $1,500/month
 Double Diamond - Royal Crown : $3,000/month
 Premiere and above : $5,000/month

Monthly Reward Policy
Only receipts validated by the Company will be counted towards rewards. Any fraudulent/incomplete/invalid
receipt uploads will not be accepted. Moreover, fraudulent receipt upload attempts will result in cancellation of the
corresponding accounts. We are improving our fraud detection methods to minimize unnecessary wasted time and
efforts. You will be paid up to $130 for the receipt upload alone and up to an additional $130 by participating in
surveys, purchasing points, and interacting with advertisements.
Paid members, upon adding three people to their lineage, should decide whether or not to start participating in
the compensation plan. If you participate in the commission compensation plan, you will not be eligible for
receipt rebates. Participating in the commission compensation plan is similar to becoming a part of marketing
force of the company.

Online AD Business Model & Free Membership
1) Online Advertisement Business Model: The puzzles at the login page can be a potential revenue stream for
Tresmore's new online advertising business
while enhancing the website security level. We will also offer bonuses to those who recommend this online
advertising technique to others.
2) Free Membership: All members, including free accounts, will have a unique reference link which can be used on
social media platforms for referral. Any new members joining with a free account has the option to upgrade to
paid membership. We expect this will benefit future members who want to try out our services without a
monetary commitment. This will help us grow our customer base with more people with sincere commitment.

Contact Us

1) Customer Service
www.tresmore.com / www.tresacademy.com
General Information: info@tresmore.com
Account Related: account@tresmore.com
Regulations: compliance@tresmore.com
Suggestions: idea@tresmore.com
Global eWallet: ewallet@tresmore.com

2) Press / Media Relations
We are committed to providing accurate and complete information.

3) Site Feedback
We are always interested in feedback on how the design and usability of our website can be improved.
Your opinions would be very much appreciated. As with all internet communications, e-mail sent to or from
this site may not be secure, and thus, you should take precautions when disclosing information via electronic
mediums. Our collection, use, and disclosure of personal data through this site are governed by our privacy
statement which you should carefully review before providing information to us. Please also note that the
e-mail links and forms on this site are not meant to redress emergency situation or for the collection of
medical information.

